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THE DEAL

After an eternity of campaigning, dozens of debates, hundreds of promises, thousands of tour stops and millions of voters, the unimaginable happened, and now you and yours have won the White House.

Sure, there’s allegations of tampering, of collusion with foreign agents, and before your guy is even in the seat, the streets are swollen with protests, people are setting fire to trash cans and it kinda looks like Nazis are making a comeback.

But ignore that for now, you’ve wormed your way into the left hand of the most powerful man in the world, and it’s time to take advantage of that. Exploit your position, get everything you can and get out before the ship burns to the ground. Or hell, see if you can bail the water fast enough to keep it afloat till the end of the term, stranger things have happened. Or undermine the whole rotten system and destroy it from within.

Whatever you do, it’s going to be a crazy 100 days.
RELATIONSHIPS

1 IN THEIR POCKET

☐ Bribing
☐ Blackmailing
☐ Owing a Big Favor
☐ The Only Two That Know
☐ Mutually Assured Destruction
☐ Business Partners

2 NEPOTISM

☐ Golf Buddies
☐ Dynasty
☐ Campaign Contributor
☐ Father and Son
☐ Siblings
☐ Former Best Friends

3 SCANDAL

☐ Fuck Buddies
☐ Bitter Former Lovers
☐ Ruined Marriage
☐ Secret Love Affair
☐ Cutest Couple
☐ Professional Relationship Only
4 BEHIND THE CURTAIN
☐ Conspirators
☐ Know More Than is Healthy
☐ “Independently” Investigating
☐ Caught Red Handed
☐ Heading the Inquiry Board
☐ Actively Recruiting

5 WORK
☐ Boss/Underling
☐ Equally Culpable
☐ Competing Advisors
☐ Co-Workers
☐ Rival Department Heads
☐ Getting Fired/Firing

6 FAVORS
☐ Promises No One Can Keep
☐ Bailed Out Once, Not This Time
☐ Pre-Election Job Offer
☐ Money
☐ Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics
☐ A Backroom Deal

...IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS
NEEDS
1 TO GET AHEAD
☐ ...Politically
☐ ...By any means necessary
☐ ...Financially
☐ ...By getting this god damn project approved
☐ ...Without anyone else realizing
☐ ...The Right Way
2 TO GET OUT
☐ ...Of politics
☐ ...Of this screwed party
☐ ...Of these charges
☐ ...Of this deal
☐ ...Of DC
☐ ...Of this investigation
3 TO TEAR THIS FUCKER DOWN
☐ Tear MY fucker down
☐ Tear THEIR fucker down
☐ Tear ANY fucker down
☐ Tear ALL fuckers down
☐ Tear THAT FUCKER IN PARTICULAR down
☐ Stop them tearing that fucker down
4 TO FIND THE TRUTH

☐ ...About how we won
☐ ...About those damned Commies
☐ ...About where all that money came from
☐ ...About what that meeting was about
☐ ...About who slipped you the note
☐ ...About who planted the bug

5 TO GET EVEN

☐ ...With the voting public, who deserve everything from you
☐ ...With the big man himself, who screwed you to get here
☐ ...With the foreign ‘investors’ that have you by the balls
☐ ...With your fellow officials, who are all vampires
☐ ...With those fucking protestors, who smashed your car
☐ ...With the other party, who are all going to jail

6 TO GET RESPECT

☐ ...From the public
☐ ...From yourself
☐ ...From the big man himself
☐ ...From your lover
☐ ...From that other country
☐ ...From the future

...IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS
LOCATIONS

1 THE WHITE HOUSE
- The Oval Office
- The Master Bedroom
- The Bomb Shelter
- The Secret Tunnels
- The Press Room
- The Roof

2 DC STREETS
- The Anarchist Book Store
- The Smithsonian Air and Space Museum
- The Lincoln Memorial
- The Top of the Washington Monument
- The Bar
- The Back Alleys

3 THE SUPREME COURT
- The Steps
- The Courtroom
- The Basketball Court
- The Library
- The Great Hall
- The Justice’s Office
4 The Southern White House

- The Golf Course
- The Clubhouse
- The Executive Suite
- The Spa
- The President’s Suite
- The Security Room

5 The US Capitol

- The Crypt
- The Rotunda
- The House Chamber
- The Senate Chamber
- The Grounds, right by the flags
- The Visitors Center and Gift Shop

6 Celebration Tour

- The town hall of somewhere no one has ever heard of
- The bus
- Somewhere nice and warm where they hate you
- Broken down at the side of the road
- At the secret meeting point in the desert
- Baton Rouge, LA

...In The First 100 Days
OBJECTS

1 SUSPECT
☐ A big red flag
☐ The tape they know about
☐ The tape they don’t know about
☐ A map of somewhere you shouldn’t be
☐ A USB Stick
☐ A camera, a very small camera

2 TRANSPORT
☐ Air Force One
☐ The Presidential Limo
☐ An intern’s beaten-up hybrid
☐ The Metro
☐ A bike
☐ The Tour Bus

3 WEAPON
☐ A legion of internet trolls
☐ A firebomb
☐ A gun, with two bullets
☐ A really, really good meme
☐ E-mails
☐ A Supreme Court Justice
4 INFORMATION
☐ An MP3 recording of something no one wants to get out
☐ A signed, but scrapped executive order
☐ The President’s menu for the week
☐ A non-descript list of places and times
☐ The name of the leaker
☐ Where it happened, when it happened, and why it happened

5 VALUABLES
☐ The number of the Washington Post’s editor
☐ The Presidential Credit Card
☐ The passwords to the social media accounts
☐ The president’s pet dog, Buffles
☐ The key to a safe deposit box in Alabama
☐ Proof. Not a lot of it, but enough.

6 SENTIMENTAL
☐ A map of the election results
☐ A newly built statue
☐ The Declaration of Independence
☐ A photo from before all of this
☐ A signed copy of The Art of The Deal
☐ Two tickets to Moscow

...IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS
THE FIRST 100 DAYS
INSTANT SETUP

RELATIONSHIPS IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS

For three players...

  # Work – Boss/Underling
  # Behind The Curtain – Conspirators
  # Favors – A back room deal

For four players, add...

  # Scandal – Ruined Marriage

For five players, add...

  # Nepotism – Father and Son

NEEDS IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS

For three players...

  # To Get Ahead – ...By any means necessary
  # To Get Respect – ...From the public
  # To Tear That Fucker Down – Tear MY fucker down

For four players, add...

  # To Find the Truth – About who planted that bug

For five players, add...

  # To Get Even – ...with the big man himself, who screwed you to get here

LOCATIONS IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS

For three players...

  # The White House – The Oval Office
  # The Supreme Court – The Justice’s Office
  # Mar A Lago – The gold course
For four players, add...

# DC Streets – The Anarchist Bookshop

For five players, add...

# The US Capitol – The grounds, right by the flags

**OBJECTS IN THE FIRST 100 DAYS**

For three players...

# Suspect – The Tape
# Weapons – E-Mails
# Information – An MP3 of something no one wants to get out

For four players, add...

# Valuables – Proof, not a lot of it, but enough

For five players, add...

# Transport – The Metro